Long distance quantum communication [1] is one of the prime goals in the field of quantum information science [2]. With information encoded in the quantum state of photons, existing telecommunication fiber networks can be effectively used as a transport medium. To achieve this goal, a source of robust entangled single photon pairs is required. While time-bin entanglement [3] offers the required robustness [4, 5] , currently used parametric down-conversion sources have limited performance due to multi-pair contributions. We report the realization of a source of single time-bin entangled photon pairs utilizing the biexciton-exciton cascade in a III/V self-assembled quantum dot. We analyzed the generated photon pairs by an inherently phase-stable interferometry technique, facilitating uninterrupted long integration times. We measured a two-photon interference visibility of 39% and confirmed the entanglement by performing a quantum state tomography of the emitted photons, which yielded a fidelity of 0.69(3) and a concurrence of 0.41(6).
So far, experimental efforts have been focused on utilizing the biexciton-exciton cascade of a semiconductor quantum dot as a source of polarization entangled photons [18] [19] [20] . A major hurdle in the realization of these sources comes from the asymmetry of the self-assembled quantum dots that results in a non-degenerate exciton polarization states, thereby revealing the polarization state of the emitted photons. This hurdle has been overcome by some groups with great effort [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , but these technologies are not generally available.
Our entanglement scheme is insensitive to the polarization non-degeneracy, nevertheless it uses only one exciton polarization cascade so that the emitted photons are in a well defined polarization mode. This method combines the strength of a quantum dot as a single photon source and the robustness of time-bin entanglement. Schemes to generate single pairs of time-bin entangled photons using the biexciton-cascade in a quantum dot have been proposed [25, 26] . While these schemes require the quantum dot to be initially prepared in a long lived metastable state, we have implemented time-bin entanglement through resonant excitation of the biexciton ( Fig. 1(a) ) from the ground state. This method can produce maximally entangled states but it does not allow deterministic creation of entangled photon pairs. The schematic of time-bin entanglement generation from a quantum dot is shown in Fig. 1(b) .
To excite the quantum dot we use a pump interferometer which transforms the incoming laser pulse into a coherent superposition of two pulses that form well defined time bins "early" and "late". The Rabi frequency of the excitation laser field at the output of the pump interferometer is given by
Here θ 1 and θ 2 are the pulse areas of the two pump pulses with f (t) and ω 0 as the pulse envelope and carrier frequency. The delay in the pump interferometer is set such that the time difference (∆t = 3.2 ns) between the early and late bins is longer than the width of the laser pulse (4 ps) and coherence time of the biexciton (211 ps) and exciton (178 ps) photons. These laser pulse pairs excite the quantum dot biexciton state through the resonant two-photon excitation process shown in Fig. 1(a) . Details of the excitation process and experimental set-up can be found in [27] . The relative phase between the pump pulses creating two-photon excitations is given by φ P = E XX ∆t/ where E XX = E b − E g is the biexciton energy. Resonant excitation is crucial as it coherently transfers the phase of the pump pulses and thus the coherence created by the pump interferometer to the biexciton state. The coherence of the excitation process was proved in our previous work [27] , through coherent manipulation experiments demonstrating Ramsey interference. In contrast other, non-resonant excitation techniques involve phonon transitions, which leak the creation time of the biexciton to the environment [28] , thereby degrading the coherence. At sufficiently low excitation power the biexciton state is created either by the early or the late pulse, followed by the emission of a biexciton-exciton photon cascade. The emitted photons are in the time-bin entangled state
where the photon pairs are in a coherent superposition of being emitted in the early or late time bin. We analyzed the entanglement of the emitted photons in a Franson-type two-photon interference experiment [29] as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The exciton and biexciton photons were fed into two separate analyzing interferometers that had delays equal to the pump interferometer. Finally we recorded the coincidences between the outputs of the analyzing exciton and biexciton interferometers. Photon pairs produced by the early pulse and taking the long path in the analyzing interferometers are indistinguishable from photon pairs produced by the late pulse and taking the short path. Thus, the probability amplitudes of the two possible indistinguishable events interfere. This interference results in a sinusoidal change of the coincidence rates while the phase of one of the interferometers is varied. The relationship between coincidence counts and interferometer phase can be approximated [16] by
with i, j taken as +1(−1) for the XX and X outputs 1(2), respectively. The visibility (V ) of the interference is connected to the quality of the time-bin entanglement and it is ideally equal to unity. In order to achieve maximum visibility the phase (φ XX + φ X − φ P ) has to be stable during the experiment. This can be accomplished by active stabilization of all three interferometers with respect to a phase-stable laser. In our experiment, the phase stability is achieved by realizing the pump and analyzing interferometers in three different spatial modes of a single bulk interferometer as shown in Fig. 2 . We take advantage of the phase relation, such that the relative phase always remains the same independent of the drift in the interferometer. The phase of both the analyzing interferometers can be set independently with the phase plates PP X and PP XX .
In order to extract coincidences between the photons at the interferometer outputs, the arrival times of the photons at the output of the analyzing interferometers were recorded with respect to the pump pulse. For example, Fig. 3(a) shows the recorded events for output X1. The photons created by the early (late) pulse and traveling the short (long) path form the first (third) peak. The second peak is formed by the photons created in the early (late) pulse and taking the long (short) path. Photons arriving within a window of 1.28 ns in each of the peaks, shaded with gray in Fig. 3 We quantified the time-bin entanglement of the emitted photon pairs by measuring their quantum state through quantum state tomography [30] . With this method we reconstructed the density matrix of the generated time-bin entangled photons. We recorded coincidence events for different projections of the individual qubits (exciton and biexciton photons) to the states |0 , |1 , | + X and | − Y (represented on the Bloch sphere shown in Fig. 3(b) ). ) and (
).
The real and imaginary parts of the reconstructed density matrix are shown in Fig. 5 , from
which we obtain a fidelity of 0.69(3) with respect to the |Φ + state, a tangle of 0.17(5) and a concurrence of 0.41 (6) .
The visibility of the two-photon interference was obtained from the coincidence events recorded with the phase settings, (φ XX , φ X ) = (0, 0) and (
). Fig. 4 shows the triple coincidences between the biexciton and exciton outputs of the analyzing interferometers (XX1 and X2 in Fig. 2) . Despite recording the coincidences for a fixed time duration for the two phase settings, the coincidence counts of the interfering peak can not be directly compared between measurements taken at different times, because the rates vary as a result of the drifting of the cryostat. These variations were compensated by normalizing the coincidence counts of the interfering peak with the coincidences of peaks two and four
, where A is the total count of the respective peak). The normalized coincidence values are shown in Fig. 4 from which we obtained a visibility of 39.4%.
The imperfect interference visibility and hence the reduced fidelity of the entangled state can be attributed to the following reasons. Ideally, we expect pairs to be produced in only one of the two pulses. For the excitation power used in this experiment, we estimate the coincidences between the pairs created by the two pulses to be 12.4% of the coincidences from the same pulse. These coincidences between the two pairs form an incoherent background, hence reducing the visibility. The choice of the pulse power was limited by the photon pair collection and detection efficiency. We also attribute some decoherence of the entangled We have generated time-bin entangled photons from a quantum dot using the biexcitonexciton cascade. Entanglement in the generated photons was confirmed by reconstructing the density matrix through quantum state tomography. This opens up opportunities to use quantum dots as a source of robust entangled photon pairs that is not affected by fine structure splitting. The entanglement of our source can be improved by reducing the generation of photon pairs in both the excitation pulses by reducing the excitation laser power. This can be achieved with quantum dots in coupled pillar microcavities [20] capable of high extraction of both exciton and biexciton photons through Purcell enhancement.
Purcell enhancement will also improve the entanglement by the emission of photon pairs that are close to the Fourier transform limit. The entangled photon pairs can be created deterministically by identifying a metastable state [25, 26] . 
Methods
A measurement of the time of arrival of a photon at the output of the analyzing interferometer with respect to the excitation laser gives rise to three peaks shown in Fig. 3(a) . Here, the first and the last peak carry the information on classical correlations (between |0 and In order to obtain the measurement errors we performed a 100 run Monte Carlo simulation of the data with a Poissonian noise model applied to the measured values. 
